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Editor's Note
Dear Reader, 

When piecing together the works for this issue, one recurring theme 
was evident: identity. Thinking of titles to accompany this theme, the 
orst image that came to mind was a mirror. Mirrors are strange. They 
portray a nipped copy of the self. When we look at them, we think we 
fully see ourselves, but in reality our renections are <myths.=

This issue itself is a mirror, renecting the writers, artists, and 
 editors whose work make up these pages. The pieces in this issue all 
deal, in some ways, with identity, change, and inheritance. They ask 
these questions: who are we, how did we get here, and how do we 
 perceive that information? The title, <Mirror Myth,= represents the 
idea that mirrors are not a constant. Who we are today is different 
from who we were a year ago, and who we will be in the future. 

For me, I feel as though I constantly look in the rear view, as if I 
am comparing myself to a renection of the past. For example, I can9t 
 believe I am writing this editor9s note. I used to be a reader for  Talon 

the people we think we9re supposed to be or the people we9re told to be are 



orst image that came to mind was a mirror. Mirrors are strange. They 
portray a nipped copy of the self. When we look at them, we think we 
fully see ourselves, but in reality our renections are <myths.=

This issue itself is a mirror, renecting the writers, artists, and 

 perceive that information? The title, <Mirror Myth,= represents the 

am comparing myself to a renection of the past. For example, I can9t 
 believe I am writing this editor9s note. I used to be a reader for  

as an undergraduate student, and then I joined again in my last s emester of 
grad school. Now as an alum, I am living the dream of my twenty-year-old 
self. Looking in the mirror a year or two ago, I thought this opportunity had 
already passed when I graduated. But the mirror only showed me what was 
right in front of me. As seen with this issue, I have changed from the person 
who I thought I was when I graduated, and even more so from the person 
who I thought I was at twenty. I am changing with each new day. Sometimes 
the people we think we9re supposed to be or the people we9re told to be are 
not who we are at all. We are constantly changing.

I encourage you to read these pieces with your own mirror in mind. 
What does the mirror not show you? Perhaps that is something you may 
 discover within these pages.

4 Sera-Ann 
Hargrove 
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The pigeons aren9t real, but they boom like any living 
thing. Your nephews stare wide-eyed by the swing set 
as we  reload. Carl9s seven beers deep when he asks if I9ll 
pop the question. There9s always that one in the family; 
always that  family in the one. There9s deep fried Oreos 
and drama on the  patio. I know you put him up to this, 
see you blush not quite hard enough. So much rides 
on us. I9m the second  serious one. Promised land. You 
could oll an ark with the things you know about me. An 
 inonite ditch. But this is loyalty. This is the double-edged 
truth,  unmoved: all that9s left are the scared bullets in 
my hands unready to go supersonic. Five acres and a 
 brother  counting on me to sew up a thrift store life I 
probably deserve. I curl my onger, take aim, but  whatever 
I touch never comes out the same. But the bad thoughts 
in my head negotiate rewards. The thin, red line below 
your hips. How deep it goes. The way you say please in 
that drawl before I show you how it9s done. Both of us 
 cruising like weekends because we9re near the end.

Country
layC 

By Dimitri McCloghry

4soft cave of your hand, name a moth near my lips?

It didn9t rain last night, but in my memory it is raining,

softly as tropical mist, and that9s why we had to huddle together,
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The pigeons aren9t real, but they boom like any living 

as we  reload. Carl9s seven beers deep when he asks if I9ll 
pop the question. There9s always that one in the family; 
always that  family in the one. There9s deep fried Oreos 

on us. I9m the second  serious one. Promised land. You 
could oll an ark with the things you know about me. An 
 inonite ditch. But this is loyalty. This is the double-edged 
truth,  unmoved: all that9s left are the scared bullets in 

probably deserve. I curl my onger, take aim, but  whatever 

that drawl before I show you how it9s done. Both of us 
 cruising like weekends because we9re near the end.

Cigarette
Simulacru

m
By Lizzy Ke Polishan

I smoked a cigarette my throat remembers
in the morning. Did I light it? Or did you

4soft cave of your hand, name a moth near my lips?

Somehow time both sharpened and eroded your face,
dulling the same features it drew out.

It didn9t rain last night, but in my memory it is raining,

softly as tropical mist, and that9s why we had to huddle together,
under the awning, outside the bar. This is what I remember:

the heat of your body against mine, the way

I needed to tip my chin to the stars to see the easy hook
of your smile. This is what I remember: 

when a Honda appeared, someone told you it was time to go,

and you pressed  your body   closer to mine,

just until  they said it    again. 
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You and I don9t talk during these sessions.

It9s raining again in December. No snow,

Exhale. Peace calcifying in our bones as we
cradle one another9s limbs on your takeout-stained couch.

It9s true, I need you to rest your mouth against mine,

The storms these days bear new names;
lasting, and precedent, and don9t look back.
It9s no longer enough to close our eyesFish Bones

Joshua kuss

noveMber 2023
 11 x 14 inCh

fiber PaPer, ManiPulated dark rooM Print 
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You and I don9t talk during these sessions.
Just bodies pressed against each other, lips split
to let the milky smoke rise through us.
It9s raining again in December. No snow,
just the pooling gray on your stoop. Inhale.
Exhale. Peace calcifying in our bones as we
cradle one another9s limbs on your takeout-stained couch.
One time you let the News run on endlessly
in the background, headlines peeling away
like Band-Aids to reveal unsalvageable wounds.
We try not to make that mistake anymore.
It9s true, I need you to rest your mouth against mine,
an archangel at rest in a cathedral
parapet. Salvation. I need your hands to shake free
of their silence and push into my chest, crack
me open like a med-school cadaver
and remove all the cancerous growths of
worry that bud amidst the soft tissue.
The storms these days bear new names;
lasting, and precedent, and don9t look back.
It9s no longer enough to close our eyes
and make our own landscapes in the dark.
You emerge from your stupor to tell me
that when Hurricane Larry made landfall,
it dropped over 100,000 microplastics 
per square meter of land per day.

When Hurricane 
Larry made landfal

l,
it dropped over 

100,000 microplastic
s 

per square meter of 
land per day

By Daniel Brennan
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World-building and -rending, the familiar
earth now patient zero. Endless modulation.
You and I? Our skin is a cemetery of consequence,
the nesh never forgetting what is brought down
from the clouds these seasons. I squirm
in the dark. I can taste my molars rotting
in the back of my mouth, my tongue digging for
the words to describe your shape as it9s cast
in a silhouette within the dying sunlight.
Don9t leave me here, don9t let my lips
bleed dry with not knowing how this ends.
When the oceans, all cozied in past tense,
rise to claim us, tie your limbs to mine.
Lash nesh to nesh, bone to bone. Watch the oceans
swell; new paradise awaits in the silence.

"The stor
ms these

 days 

bear new
 names; 

/

lasting, a
nd prece

dent, 

and don9
t look ba

ck."
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the nesh never forgetting what is brought down

the words to describe your shape as it9s cast

Don9t leave me here, don9t let my lips

Lash nesh to nesh, bone to bone. Watch the oceans
swell; new paradise awaits in the silence.

Fish Bones
Joshua kuss

noveMber 2023
 11 x 14 inCh

fiber PaPer, ManiPulated dark rooM Print 
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I bury my osts into my pockets, my ongers are twice as cold 
as the rest of my body. Too anxious to search Web md and too 
 embarrassed to try mittens, I9ve resigned myself to  compulsive, 

day outdoors wherein my ongers were not exhausting the <ifs= 

brother9s jacket, I watched my mom stare blankly ahead as the 

bridges and milky grey slush pools. Bleak. Even for February; even 

I could smell Grandpa9s apartment on her, from the jarringly 

powdered sugar) to the knit beanie nung across the dashboard. 
Whether she was aware of it herself, I9m not sure, but later on, 

later, Grandpa9s extra-large T-shirts and blue Nike pullover 

Sonder
isaaC ray 

2023
 20 x 8 inCh

arChival PigMent Print
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no Matter hoW Many layers of gloves i Put on, or hoW  deePly 
I bury my osts into my pockets, my ongers are twice as cold 
as the rest of my body. Too anxious to search Web md and too 
 embarrassed to try mittens, I9ve resigned myself to  compulsive, 
diagnostic knuckle cracking and the certainty of frostbite. 

I mention this because I have only one memory of a winter 
day outdoors wherein my ongers were not exhausting the <ifs= 
of my hypochondriac brain. It was a Sunday in February, 7 a.m. 
Downing my second cup of hotel coffee and curled beneath my 
brother9s jacket, I watched my mom stare blankly ahead as the 
turn signal blinked. 

She had never looked more grey. Grey coat. Grey ear  warmers 
pressed against the grey car seat. Our suburban Maryland 
 surroundings unveiled lone grey joggers idly crossing narrow grey 
bridges and milky grey slush pools. Bleak. Even for February; even 
for a funeral day. 

I could smell Grandpa9s apartment on her, from the jarringly 
strong coffee (our duty as Norwegians, my grandpa would say, 
is to drink coffee as dark as dirt and dust every delicacy with 
powdered sugar) to the knit beanie nung across the dashboard. 
Whether she was aware of it herself, I9m not sure, but later on, 
she carried this scent back to Atlanta in every musty photograph 
and neatly pressed sweater in her suitcase. 

Now my sister and I wear those sweaters. Several  washes 
later, Grandpa9s extra-large T-shirts and blue Nike pullover 
 preserve his legacy in the messy piles of my closet. 

Running
on Ice

By Holyn Thigpen
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I9ve never felt strange wearing others9 clothes; I have the 
Goodwill receipts to prove it. Yet, in this case, the sweaters are 
so fragile. Even around the house, wearing them brings me an 
uncanny awareness of a role I may have neglected. How fair 
is it to claim my grandpa in this way when, just a year ago, I 
couldn9t even bother to return his emails? 

Because most of the time, if I9m honest with myself, I am 
supremely self-centered. Not out of narcissism but in a unique-
ly torturous loop: berating myself for awkward eye contact or 
rendering myself the protagonist of nonexistent self-discovery. 

My mom once remarked that my notoriously awful  driving, 
which leaves family members gripping their armrests every 
time I9m in the driver9s seat, stems less from a lack of skill than a 
fundamental disregard for my surroundings. I struggle to cram 
even those I love most into a brain that wakes to ove alarms in a 
ove-minute span and counts calories in the iPhone notes app. 

But in the car that morning, I felt oddly apathetic toward my 
own present. Every strip mall, park, and streetlight appeared to 
me only as my mom perceived them, or at least as I imagined 
she did: colored by favorite childhood restaurants, trafoc on the 
Beltway, early morning drives to swim practice, and Grandpa 
belting out Germanic operas. A life in which my nearest and 
dearest lived without even a vague notion of me: in which 
my mom was not <mommy,= <mum,= or the sardonic <mother 
 dearest,= but just a person. 

I know I9m not breaking new ground with this thought: 
that even those we9re closest to exist outside our frames; that 

Still, this didn9t make the revelation about my mom less 

phone with a friend discussing her and my dad9s divorce. Her 
voice cracked on the words, <I9m just really scared.= 

Any inkling of my parents9 vulnerabilities paralyzes me. For 

like a part I9ve bought into: the eye-rolling young  daughter, the 
twenty-something lamenting her parents9 failure to catch up 

they9re breaking from script3acting outside the roles I9ve 
 prescribed them3and I can never bring myself to do the same. 
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I9ve never felt strange wearing others9 clothes; I have the 

couldn9t even bother to return his emails? 
Because most of the time, if I9m honest with myself, I am 

rendering myself the protagonist of nonexistent self-discovery. 

time I9m in the driver9s seat, stems less from a lack of skill than a 

even those I love most into a brain that wakes to ove alarms in a 
ove-minute span and counts calories in the iPhone notes app. 

she did: colored by favorite childhood restaurants, trafoc on the 

my mom was not <mommy,= <mum,= or the sardonic <mother 
 dearest,= but just a person. 

I know I9m not breaking new ground with this thought: 
that even those we9re closest to exist outside our frames; that 
our 300,000-year-old brains assign the most reductive roles 
for nothing more than a vague sense of order. 

Still, this didn9t make the revelation about my mom less 
shocking. I witnessed my perfect collage of her pulled apart 
and tossed into a far greater pile of parts. The grieving 
 daughter. The nostalgic adult. The woman returned home.         
I was the daughter of a grieving daughter. 

It was a moment that collected all its meaning in retrospect. 
Example A: At age eleven, I overheard my mom on the 

phone with a friend discussing her and my dad9s divorce. Her 
voice cracked on the words, <I9m just really scared.= 

Example B: My dad and stepmom visited me in Chicago my 
freshman year of college. Dad got teary when we parted at the 
end of the weekend, and I pretended not to care but sobbed 
back in my dorm room. 

Any inkling of my parents9 vulnerabilities paralyzes me. For 
as blasé as I am with my mom and dad, it sometimes feels more 
like a part I9ve bought into: the eye-rolling young  daughter, the 
twenty-something lamenting her parents9 failure to catch up 
with the times. When I witness my dad cry or my mom grieve,  
I regret ever playing that part. Because in these  instances 
they9re breaking from script3acting outside the roles I9ve 
 prescribed them3and I can never bring myself to do the same. 
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We pulled into the empty lot beside Wheaton Regional Park. 
It was my orst time there, though I9d heard mom speak fondly of 
it: oelds nestled by loops of woodland trail and, in a depressing 
juxtaposition, horses grazing beside a multilane highway. 

I found it difocult to feel one way or another about it. I 
was too cold. I9m rarely, if ever, inclined to view my Southern 
roots as consequential, but sub-freezing weather is an 
 exception. I watched my brother grab a tree for balance and 
swing each leg back and forth like a pendulum, loosening his 
muscles. Somehow, he wore shorts. 

I shouldn9t have been surprised because, really, this is 
just Chance. When my brother suggests things like a sunrise 
workout on a blustery morning or, back home, runs before 
dawn every day with a 25-lb weight strapped to his chest, my 
ego goes straight to belittling. 

<But what9s the point?= I9ll ask him when, at 8 p.m., he 
 announces his retreat to bed like a hero off to battle. 

<I don9t know,= he9ll reply with a shrug. <I just like it.= 
His shorts pissed me off, just as every 8 p.m. bedtime 

 pisses me off. Despite being ove years my junior, despite 
 being only sixteen, Chance embodies our family9s resiliencies 
to an extent that I9ve never quite managed. Even in the simple 
things, like his indifference to cold weather, he9s a living piece 
of those Scandinavian relatives bundled up in log cabins, of 
Grandpa9s childhood in Minnesota and mom9s love of running 
when her breath is made visible. 

egg McMufons in pre-hike ritual. They jump out of bed to 

Disconcerting. Exciting. Readily uncomfortable. And 

dishwasher more times than I9d like to admit. 

 setting, olled as it was with grief and grey and snow, was 

cheerful morning glow of our sunroom, where, seloshly, my 

all that childlike attachment came to me at once. <Not yet,=          
I wanted to say. <Let9s wait till the novel becomes familiar. 
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It was my orst time there, though I9d heard mom speak fondly of 
it: oelds nestled by loops of woodland trail and, in a depressing 
juxtaposition, horses grazing beside a multilane highway. 

I found it difocult to feel one way or another about it. I 
was too cold. I9m rarely, if ever, inclined to view my Southern 

 exception. I watched my brother grab a tree for balance and 

I shouldn9t have been surprised because, really, this is 

<But what9s the point?= I9ll ask him when, at 8 p.m., he 

<I don9t know,= he9ll reply with a shrug. <I just like it.= 

 pisses me off. Despite being ove years my junior, despite 
 being only sixteen, Chance embodies our family9s resiliencies 
to an extent that I9ve never quite managed. Even in the simple 
things, like his indifference to cold weather, he9s a living piece 

Grandpa9s childhood in Minnesota and mom9s love of running 

Like two criminals in cahoots, my mom and  brother 
plan 20-mile treks through the Appalachians and order 
egg McMufons in pre-hike ritual. They jump out of bed to 
 b linking, led numerals in dark rooms and lace up their tennis 
shoes without a second thought. Meanwhile, across town, I 
roll to the other side of my pillow. 

I was relieved when we agreed to run separately and meet 
back at the car in an hour or whenever it happened to start 
snowing. Chance took off immediately. Mom and I watched 
the bob of his wool hat disappear around a bend as we set off 
together toward the main path, zipping our collars up to our 
chins and treading with caution over hidden ice patches. 

Each crunch of my feet brought a bit more  novelty. 
Disconcerting. Exciting. Readily uncomfortable. And 
here was my mom beside me, familiar incarnate: her gait 
 characteristically determined, her voice the same that has 
talked me down from ledges and reminded me to unload the 
dishwasher more times than I9d like to admit. 

How she could walk beside me in this unfamiliar 
 setting, olled as it was with grief and grey and snow, was 
 inconceivable to me. Yet, here she was: far away from the 
cheerful morning glow of our sunroom, where, seloshly, my 
mind often keeps her. 

As we moved to split up and take our separate routes, 
all that childlike attachment came to me at once. <Not yet,=          
I wanted to say. <Let9s wait till the novel becomes familiar. 
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Let9s stay together until the snow on the branches feels 
normal, and I don9t feel so strange.= 

But we did part, and I ran alone. Immediately, as I had 
 suspected, my ongers went numb inside my gloves. No  longer 
good for grasping or waving, they swung at my sides like 
phantom limbs. 

Clench my osts. Crack my knuckles. Bend my ongers one 
by one. Nothing. 

I had never run through snow before and slowed 
 instinctively as paths curved and gnarly roots reared,  tiptoeing 
down small slopes with the focused resolve of a rappelling 
rock climber. I had absolutely no idea where I was going. My 
hands had long since passed the point of being able to check 
my phone map, and averting my eyes from the trail for even a 
second could, I knew well enough, lead to imminent disaster. 

A trait from my mom: clumsiness. So ingrained in our dna 
that the only place I9d trust either of us to not slip, trip, or fall 
is a sensory deprivation room. Some of my most  mortifying 
memories, like dropping a tray full of salsa bowls at my 
restaurant job or tripping up the stairs of my school9s busy 
dining hall, are colored by a sense of inherited inevitability. 

In those embarrassing aftermaths, covered in salsa or 
 limping across campus, my only mild solace has come from 
 recalling my mom9s many moments of utter incompetence 
with the natural world: a scream from the kitchen as she drops 
a stack of wine glasses; a curse as she slams her onger in the 

mom is a rock: the last person to ask for help and the orst to 

I9ve grown up hearing that curiosity is stined by the 
 cynicism of adulthood; that my wonder and draw toward 

thing is, I9ve never believed any of it. Because the pessimistic 

 cardinal nit across the snow. Because that9s another thing about 

much as my brain loves the poetic when it9s on the page 
in front of me, I can never seem to ond the same in real 
life. But mood is different; mood is hard to avoid. It was 

 wind-whipped ears, and the knowledge that, in ove hours, I9d 

I9m not sure how I9d have felt about these things on any 
 other day. Maybe, I9d have felt nothing at all. But sometimes the 
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Let9s stay together until the snow on the branches feels 
normal, and I don9t feel so strange.= 

 suspected, my ongers went numb inside my gloves. No  longer 

Clench my osts. Crack my knuckles. Bend my ongers one 

that the only place I9d trust either of us to not slip, trip, or fall 

restaurant job or tripping up the stairs of my school9s busy 

 recalling my mom9s many moments of utter incompetence 

a stack of wine glasses; a curse as she slams her onger in the 

bathroom door. And yet, despite this battle with the ground, my 
mom is a rock: the last person to ask for help and the orst to 
run up a hill. 

I9ve grown up hearing that curiosity is stined by the 
 cynicism of adulthood; that my wonder and draw toward 
the novel will fade with a mortgage and a 401k. But the great 
thing is, I9ve never believed any of it. Because the pessimistic 
 prophets who make these claims have clearly never met my 
mom, who discovers hidden nature reserves on long walks, 
swims laps through lakes, and takes commemorative photos of 
every restaurant dish she eats. 

I had no doubt that at this very moment, she was 
 photographing the horses by the highway or watching a 
 cardinal nit across the snow. Because that9s another thing about 
my mom: she notices things. While I burrow in the internal, 
she looks to the world for little signs of meaning. 

I thought about this as I ran. Where were the signs? As 
much as my brain loves the poetic when it9s on the page 
in front of me, I can never seem to ond the same in real 
life. But mood is different; mood is hard to avoid. It was 
in the  overcast skies and the dog barking just outside my 
line of sight. It was in my inability to look at my map, my 
 wind-whipped ears, and the knowledge that, in ove hours, I9d 
be standing at a gravesite. 

I9m not sure how I9d have felt about these things on any 
 other day. Maybe, I9d have felt nothing at all. But sometimes the 
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pace of my breathing matches perfectly, eerily with the rhythms 
of my setting. The olm buff side of my brain wakes up and imag-
ines each sight and sound orchestrated by a  director, the grey 
cast of the sky rendered just so by a brilliant cinematographer. 

I often feel embarrassed, pretentious even, trying to 
 discuss fate, but I suppose these moments are the closest I get 
to genuinely trusting in it. If this morning had been  sunny 
and warm, birds singing, kids playing, I doubt my mind would 
have wandered to these corners. I also doubt I would recall 
it all so vividly. It seems to me that the universe  underlines 
 experiences we should remember by dropping us, like a pin 
on a map, into settings that press on our consciences. Places 
that, like fresh cement, come primed for a permanent footprint. 

I may never return to Wheaton Regional Park. Especially 
with Grandpa gone, it seems unlikely that I9ll ever have 
 reason to go near it. Instead, it has lodged inside me with a 
 developing mythos, crystallizing my train of thoughts into 
something relatively comprehensible. Like a dog-eared page, 
I can nip to this day and this moment knowing exactly what 
feelings I9ll ond. Sometimes, I welcome that; sometimes, I9d 
rather skim a different page. 

And here9s another thing about that run: my hands 
warmed up. I9m not going to pretend to understand it 
 physiologically, but as I ran, the aching and stiffness  subsided. 
I could swing my hands by my sides and bend my ongers.      
I could take off my gloves without a jolt of cold. 

 ongertips. But one way or another, my body came to terms 
with my weird, frigid ongers for the orst and only time 
ever, and I9m inclined to believe that means something. Can 

These days, my grandpa9s things sit in my childhood 
 bedroom, olling the drawers and shelves I emptied when I left 
the nest. It9s an odd collage3my music posters supplemented 
by Japanese textiles, my bookcase loaded with World War II 
history and opera singers9 biographies. 

I don9t know if there9s ever been a more unintentionally 

my family9s present, I mostly just feel calm. Having these pieces 
of him around is a green light: for myself, my mom, all of us; 

I can imagine myself in the throes of next winter, and 

is quiet. It9s not calling the doctor or spelling out illnesses; 
it9s matching my breathing. I am someone9s daughter and 
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of my setting. The olm buff side of my brain wakes up and imag

 experiences we should remember by dropping us, like a pin 

with Grandpa gone, it seems unlikely that I9ll ever have 

I can nip to this day and this moment knowing exactly what 
feelings I9ll ond. Sometimes, I welcome that; sometimes, I9d 

And here9s another thing about that run: my hands 
warmed up. I9m not going to pretend to understand it 

I could swing my hands by my sides and bend my ongers.      

Maybe I was just distracted by the scenery. Maybe all 
the coffee running through me had somehow reached my 
 ongertips. But one way or another, my body came to terms 
with my weird, frigid ongers for the orst and only time 
ever, and I9m inclined to believe that means something. Can 
one pain be subtracted from another pain gained? Does the 
 universe deal in that kind of math? 

These days, my grandpa9s things sit in my childhood 
 bedroom, olling the drawers and shelves I emptied when I left 
the nest. It9s an odd collage3my music posters supplemented 
by Japanese textiles, my bookcase loaded with World War II 
history and opera singers9 biographies. 

I don9t know if there9s ever been a more unintentionally 
hilarious depiction of generational change. But when I look 
through the remains of his life, dropped so haphazardly against 
my family9s present, I mostly just feel calm. Having these pieces 
of him around is a green light: for myself, my mom, all of us; 
an ordinance to accept and move on, but only carefully. 

I can imagine myself in the throes of next winter, and 
again, my hands are throbbing. However, this time, my brain 
is quiet. It9s not calling the doctor or spelling out illnesses; 
it9s matching my breathing. I am someone9s daughter and 
 granddaughter. Niece and sister. In sync, as much as I can be. 
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that couldn9t teach me how to perceive. You 

magniocation. Knowledge.

through an apple orchard on page six. It was 

under your ongertips. Sacrilege the color of 

hauled an overstuffed suitcase down four nights 

The Man
noelle MattheWs

2023
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I. I read an essay yesterday about the Kinsey 
scale in seven parts in a class on perception 
that couldn9t teach me how to perceive. You 
asked me what I was doing, tablet cracked 
open in lap, scrolling with one hand, scrawling 
notes with the other. Looking for something 
to read, so I don9t fall asleep. You glanced up 
from your game of 2048 to laugh at my 
reply as I caught shiny semantics on the 
projector screen. Orientation column. Cortical 
magniocation. Knowledge. 

II. I read an essay yesterday about the Kinsey scale 
in a lecture hall of seven hundred and danced 
through an apple orchard on page six. It was 
supposed to be holy, but red skin bent orange 
under your ongertips. Sacrilege the color of 
sunset. I imagined damnation to be worse. 

III. On the last day of my trip to New York, I 
hauled an overstuffed suitcase down four nights 
of subway stairs. Nicknamed the last step 
to misstep, ankle caved like a voice crack on 
concrete. My luggage landed upright. I did not. 

I read an es
say 

yesterday a
bout 

the Kinsey 
scale

By Jessica Bakar
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IV. Perception class taught me ongertips 
are the most sensitive part of the body. 
A sprained ankle felt like a close second, 
but ligaments aren9t afforded as ample 
space in the cortex. You already knew 
that before the Prof said it, teasing your 
knowledge under your breath. I would 
have guessed mouth, or genitals maybe, 
not your nail9s soft underbelly. 

V. Before I sprained my ankle, I wandered 
ten miles across Manhattan to Brooklyn, 
through the Met for hours, around 
Chinatown to see an old friend. In a CVS 
on Second, I swam between shades of 
blue, picking the perfect color to paint 
your nails back home in Montreal. <Bikini 
so Tiny= in one hand, Acetone and Altoids 
in the other.

VI. You brought me a bag of oranges to 
heal swollen joint. Unfurled this citrus 
consolation to touch every fruit you 
touched, peeling myself back in time to 
primordial pith. Swallowed the pieces 
slowly, considering the sensuality of the 
whole, until my tongue met stone ridge. 
Five little pits coaxed from nesh cradled 
between my teeth. 

VII. Remind me, what9s the stage of the Kinsey 
scale where I steal all the seeds from 
the fruit you touch and hide them in an 
Altoids tin? 

VIII. I read an essay yesterday about the Kinsey 
scale before breaking it. Wide open, blood 
orange crevasse. Fractals folded to light 
borne from two hands when the most 
sensitive part of my body met yours, twenty 
turtlebacks stained blue, in the intersection 
of the lecture hall and the street. 
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Perception class taught me ongertips 

but ligaments aren9t afforded as ample 
space in the cortex. You already knew 

not your nail9s soft underbelly.

your nails back home in Montreal. <Bikini 
so Tiny= in one hand, Acetone and Altoids 

Five little pits coaxed from nesh cradled 

Remind me, what9s the stage of the Kinsey 

Tattoos
noelle MattheWs

2023
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Fragmented Botanicals
Joshua kuss

Polaroid eMulsion lift/Collage on WaterColor PaPer

You should know that after a ore of that size you cannot drink

nammable as paper, folded into nowers, creatures of ash.
In the Amazon, ores clear the jungle for nower farms,

and plastic-wrapped roses ny suspended, near-frozen and bug-free
to arrive in time for our funerals. Yes, we mourn in name,

I will need ore for this, set loose to ash away the dead growth
of conenower, invite in the trees and the wind to turn the leaves.

and drips on wild geranium. A slow trickle. Another epoch9s drink.
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Elements
By Angela Williamson Emmert

You should know that after a ore of that size you cannot drink
the water. When forest towns are lost with trees, the houses melt

and the ground absorbs them. Fire People once managed the burns,
could read the forests, knew when to set alight the pine needles,

nammable as paper, folded into nowers, creatures of ash.
In the Amazon, ores clear the jungle for nower farms,

and plastic-wrapped roses ny suspended, near-frozen and bug-free
to arrive in time for our funerals. Yes, we mourn in name,

but also in frost, which comes earlier now, drapes paper-lace
doilies over green tomatoes, bursts the cells. They have drunk

all summer from my well, a sea of glaciers, but I must clear them
for they will rot, seed the soil with disease. You should know

I will need ore for this, set loose to ash away the dead growth
of conenower, invite in the trees and the wind to turn the leaves.

In an unburned forest, dew steeps the folded boughs of a cedar
and drips on wild geranium. A slow trickle. Another epoch9s drink.
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red moon 
you too hurt

By Justin Howerton

god im drunk alive when im here,
gulf shores, im too good for pain
right now, the water surely dyes itself,
liquid indigo, my hair all stiff like an old
walrus9 combover4let me slow down before
im carted off by security. what i mean
is the red moon rising over the dark duvet
of sea makes me wish the bible was a picture
book. to look at a lunar secret
unspoiled by anyone else9s
treachery. to look at the heart
of rapture or the innamed intestine
of venus and say still not enough.
the stamp of my forever has long been dry.
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Fragmented Botanicals
Joshua kuss

Polaroid eMulsion lift/Collage on WaterColor PaPer

walrus9 combover4let me slow down before

unspoiled by anyone else9s

of rapture or the innamed intestine
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Snow Moon
kelly duMar
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By Rowan Tate

before t
here

were sett
lers

before god and the devil went to war, there were rivers,
human hearts plump as radishes and love
that sat in them like swollen red bellies
warm in the hand like a freshly laid egg. we used to walk
without going somewhere, an audience to god
making creation in the key of g-sharp. we used to
look at grass and see the shapes in which language might be bent
before it was something glottal we
stepped on. roasting on a spit, earth sings and asks
to be gathered like pollen from where she has been
scattered, from the restlessness of the soil, she goes up
in smoke and returns to matter.
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Monsieur Bellier-Beaumont quiets his cries with goat9s milk and 

<Because you are a slave,= Monsieur Bellier-Beaumont says.

;g;
For years in the plantation oelds, vanilla blooms fold and 

watches his dreams of riches rot in Reunion9s island soil 

other bees like those in Mexico?

;g;

<She died when you were very small,= Monsieur Bellier-
Beaumont says, <from a fever caught in a storm.=

Dreams
irina tall novikova
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his Mother dies at daWn bringing hiM into the World. 
Monsieur Bellier-Beaumont quiets his cries with goat9s milk and 
calls him Edmond. When he grows old enough to question such 
things, he asks why he has no surname.

<Because you are a slave,= Monsieur Bellier-Beaumont says.

;g;
For years in the plantation oelds, vanilla blooms fold and 

fall, bereft of beans and worthless. Monsieur Bellier-Beaumont 
watches his dreams of riches rot in Reunion9s island soil 
beneath the ocean sun. His plants wither to a single vine.

In French chateaus, dukes and barons ingest vanilla 
imported from foreign shores to sooth their stomachs and 
stiffen their members.

The botanists in Paris puzzle over pollination. Are there no 
other bees like those in Mexico?

;g;
Edmond asks about his mother.

<She died when you were very small,= Monsieur Bellier-
Beaumont says, <from a fever caught in a storm.=

Inspired by the true 
story of Edmond Albius.

Mantra
By Scott Ragland
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 <What name did you give her?=

 <Alba.=

 <Why?=

 <From Latin, for white, the color I wish she had been.=

 Edmond looks down for a moment, as if bowed by an 
unseen burden.

 <And my father?=

 <I cannot tell you.=

;g;
 Edmond gathers potatoes, drops them in a wicker basket 

he will carry strapped on his back to the kitchen to feed his 
master9s family. He notes his skin9s lightness, the color of     sun-
dried turmeric, in contrast to the other slaves. That night, before 
falling asleep, he imagines his father a veteran of Napoleon9s 
Imperial Guard, or perhaps the captain of a three-masted 
schooner speeding across the sea in search of sunken treasure.

;g;

 <Marry the male and female parts together,= he says.

Monsieur Bellier-Beaumont spreads the news of Edmond9s 

as he works, a mantra guiding the rhythm of his ongers, his 

;g;
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 <What name did you give her?=

 <Alba.=

 <Why?=

 <From Latin, for white, the color I wish she had been.=

 <And my father?=

 <I cannot tell you.=

;g;

master9s family. He notes his skin9s lightness, the color of     sun-

falling asleep, he imagines his father a veteran of Napoleon9s 

;g;

 Monsieur Bellier-Beaumont shows Edmond how to use his 
hands to pollenate a watermelon plant. 

 <Marry the male and female parts together,= he says.

 Months later, Edmond shows Monsieur Bellier-Beaumont 
two bean pods clinging to the last vanilla vine. He describes 
how he poked and prodded and found a tiny lid between the 
parts, how he lifted it back with a splinter of bamboo to rub the 
pollen in. 

Monsieur Bellier-Beaumont spreads the news of Edmond9s 
discovery across the island, sends him to teach his technique to 
slaves. Edmond is 12. By the time he is 40, ships carry 20 tons of 
vanilla from Saint-Denis to Marseille per annum.

 The botanists in Paris revise their illustrations. Monsieur 
Bellier-Beaumont tells Edmond the words: lift the rostellum, 
press the anther against the stigma. Edmond repeats the words 
as he works, a mantra guiding the rhythm of his ongers, his 
sweat-seared eyes slitted in the humid heat.

;g;
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 Monsieur Bellier-Beaumont9s fortune grows great. He sets 
Edmond free.

 <You are a good boy,= he says. <Now you may take a 
surname, something in remembrance of your mother.=

 He suggests Albius, derived from Alba but with many 
meanings, sunrise among them.

 <The moment of your birth,= he says.

;g;
 A botanist in Paris claims credit for Edmond9s discovery, 

receives 1,000 francs for service to the empire. In Saint-Denis, 
Edmond steals to oll his stomach, gets caught taking a mango 
from a barrel in a market stall. For ove years, he watches for 
Monsieur Bellier-Beaumont to appear through the bars of his 
prison cell.

;g;
 Edmond begs for centimes on the waterfront, his hands 

out with palms up, as if feeling for rain. His renection in a 
tavern window reminds him of his master. He turns and looks 
away. He tells strangers passing: <Sunrise, my name means 
sunrise.= Behind him, ships nush with vanilla set sail.

"Edmond re
peats the

words 

a mantra 
guiding the

rhythm of h
is ongers,  

 his sweat-s
eared 

slitted in 
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 Monsieur Bellier-Beaumont9s fortune grows great. He sets 

 <You are a good boy,= he says. <Now you may take a 
surname, something in remembrance of your mother.=

 <The moment of your birth,= he says.

;g;
 A botanist in Paris claims credit for Edmond9s discovery, 

Edmond steals to oll his stomach, gets caught taking a mango 
from a barrel in a market stall. For ove years, he watches for 

;g;

out with palms up, as if feeling for rain. His renection in a 

away. He tells strangers passing: <Sunrise, my name means 
sunrise.= Behind him, ships nush with vanilla set sail.

River Trees 
kelly duMar

"Edmond re
peats the 

words as h
e works,   

  

mantra gu
iding the 

rhythm of h
is ongers,  

 his sweat-s
eared eyes

 

slitted in t
he humid h

eat."
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I bow deeply in 
your essence

By Lisa Sultani

Later, I      looked inside

 your cleft palette
  Of course it was

  sculpted by a crescent moon

      Where will you be tomorrow?

Every garment you wear soaked by fragrant efsand 

      I ask for all your wishes
   so that I may recount them
  My other children hold their

     little breath

  Sacrioce is my only privilege.

All my nowers, my entire garden of jewelry: breathe in, 
breathe again. I am here for the exhales, I am here.
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"Where
 will y

ou 

be tom
orrow?"

If I change your name will it 
    make a difference?

  Sacrioce is my only privilege.

All my nowers, my entire garden of jewelry: breathe in, 
breathe again. I am here for the exhales, I am here.

      Spinning aside in prayer, lighting matches,
       come with me
    I will also go, with you.
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Hunter9s Moon Rising , Farm Pond
kelly duMar

Not the one I lie with; the one I left.

My hair! She9s weaved herself into each lock

my tongue too tight to lap up what nows from Her lips.

burnt an even brown that9s seeped into my bones.
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Island
Conviction

By Ali Ximines

I fear my country hates me. 

Not the one I lie with; the one I left.
She studies my back in the night4I see Her!4and whispers 
demons into my hair.  
My hair! She9s weaved herself into each lock
so I cannot be apart from Her without departing from myself.

She hates my mouth,
my tongue too tight to lap up what nows from Her lips.
She hates my skin,
burnt an even brown that9s seeped into my bones.
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And when I9m exiled to visit Her,
I stand in the sand of Her lap,
and She tugs at my ankles, saying,
<Go home, you don9t belong!=

 
At night, She taunts me, blowing the window open to play with my eyelids.
I go to slam it shut and She ties my hands with plantain leaves,
native handcuffs for my thirty-second trial.
  
As She pushes me to my knees, a forced repentance,
what do I have to say for myself?

The judge9s face is my own. I confess.

only in hopes you don9t yet

extremely pejorative in my country. 
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Shabnam9s

By Lisa Sultani

Escape

And when I9m exiled to visit Her,

The judge9s face is my own. I confess.

If I invoke the term justice it is
only in hopes you don9t yet
realize it is a highly subjective
concept. Your idea of it is, in fact,
extremely pejorative in my country. 

When you have seen one public hanging you
have not seen them all, but you will wish you had.

Guilt: what they want me to feel for being
the one who got out

(with this wish
prisons are built for
their lilac-scented daughters)

What I leave behind, I also
carry with me. If you have done this yourself,
you will understand.
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Fruitless
Prathna Patel

23 x 30 CM

Mixed Media/PrintMaking

with news of your sistah9s sweetie;
 he handles;

the wanna gonna Queen9s accent

inquire when they9ll return for you/ as in
when the ogbanje9s grip will unloose you

your head and neck, they warn, <won9t end you.=
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Self-Portrait as a

By Damilola Oyedeji
Mateless Bride

after Kwame Dawes

Your aunties appear, begin their blather
like faucets with loose set screws
eyes preying on you, gawking at you
because when your mother phoned (them) again
with news of your sistah9s sweetie;
the elegant ES-lexos he handles;
the wanna gonna Queen9s accent
escaping his lips like happy prisoners
they cast their drivel concerns at you to
inquire when they9ll return for you/ as in
when the ogbanje9s grip will unloose you
in surrender to a man who will
sweep in and snatch you from the
fangs of lonesome aging, pity your greying
dark mane and bring you to
the altar, that the shame, beading around
your head and neck, they warn, <won9t end you.=
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Am I a wretched beast? Am I wrecked, Murakami?
A Monster, I9m not4would you object, Murakami?

My aching snakes slough off their skins, snowdrifts on my silk
pillows4I9ll draw a hot bath, select Murakami.

The sandstorm happens inside you4<blood=4<you are 
the storm=

4How did you mirror my rage unchecked, 
Murakami?

My gorgon heart frog-hops, light as rosy-breathed sunrise
4the world a grove of hope: who9d suspect Murakami?

A skink slept on my hardback Kafka on the Shore

4all us cast-off creatures crawl to perfect Murakami!

By Lizzy Ke Polishan

Self-Portrait as 

Medusa Reading 

Haruki Murakami: 
Ghazal

4I9ll lie here forever, recollect Murakami. 

is not: someday I9ll go out, correct Murakami.

Murakami9s
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pillows4I9ll draw a hot bath, select Murakami.

<blood=4<you are 
the storm=

4the world a grove of hope: who9d suspect Murakami?

Stay up late, a buzz of love: stare hard at the ceiling
4I9ll lie here forever, recollect Murakami. 

Jars of dandelion wine, a hundred tiny cups:
my drunk mambas bow low4all respect Murakami!

The loneliness only stones feel4universal it
is not: someday I9ll go out, correct Murakami.

They sell my face in boardwalk shops, apotropaic
toys4when they call on me, I protect 

Murakami!1

notes to the poem:

1. <The sandstorm happens inside you;= <blood=; <you are the storm= are lines 

from Murakami9s Kafka on the Shore 
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Their joyful screams blend with the whir and whiz of trafoc 
on Wilshire Boulevard, a welcome break from her cubicle9s 

green grass a burst of color after a morning noating inside the 

an architect9s futuristic vision will come to life4a curving 

to the past existing in the now instead of only in childhood Chromatic Galaxy
CandiCe Poorvin
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When lunCh rolls around, Marta slaPs a <baCk at 1= Post-it 
on her computer monitor, then walks over to La Brea Tarpits. 
Reclining on the sunny grass slope, she sets her phone timer 
and people-watches while munching slices of jicama and 
avocado washed down with water from her environmentally 
friendly glass bottle.

Today, hordes of schoolchildren stream from yellow buses 
like ants abandoning their colony, forming tidy lines to see the 
bones of saber-tooth tigers and mastodons resurrected from 
their tarry graves. Laughing and shrieking at being freed from 
the geometry of cracked vinyl bus seats and classroom desks. 

Their joyful screams blend with the whir and whiz of trafoc 
on Wilshire Boulevard, a welcome break from her cubicle9s 
cemetery silence, punctuated by soft keyboard clacking and the 
muted ding of emails. The maroon school uniforms, blue sky, and 
green grass a burst of color after a morning noating inside the 
gray ad ops software interface, entering geotags on podcast buys. 

There are fewer tourists now that the old laCMa buildings 
have been deconstructed into jagged chunks of concrete 
dropped by bulldozers into the beds of rumbling trucks. Soon 
an architect9s futuristic vision will come to life4a curving 
concrete wave rising up like a freeway overpass. 

Marta is relieved the Page Museum, chiseled into the hill like 
an ancient Aztec temple, escaped the wrecking ball. A monument 
to the past existing in the now instead of only in childhood 
memories of her mother bringing her to see the bones. 

Eating her jicama, Marta likes to guess where the tourists are 
from. The beady-eyed man and woman, thin as cranes, are likely 

By Margo McCall

Where Are
You From?
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German. And the tour group taking pictures look Japanese, 
cameras clicking on the mammoth family: the father trapped 
in tar, baby and mother watching in horror. But things get 
murky when it comes to tourists from Central and South 
America, where indigenous strains still oght the colonizing 
Spanish in their bloodstreams.

The sun is in Marta9s eyes4she left her polarized  Ray-
Bans on her desk4but squinting, she sees the teachers 
shooing schoolchildren to the edges of the walkway, scooting 
them away from suspected danger. The glinting sunlight 
forms a sparkling halo. Sharp bits of light cut the air like 
daggers. It9s like something out of A Game of Thrones4a tall, 
warrior-like man leading two wolves. The kids are wide-eyed, 
backing up to let them pass. 

Marta takes a sip of water. It9s hot, but not hot enough for 
mirages. And she9s hungry, but not hungry enough for low-
blood-sugar hallucinations. The man is wearing white, which 
in the blazing sun, could be a cape of feathers or an iridescent 
spacesuit. Sparks dance from the black river of hair nowing 
over his shoulders. The jaws of his canine companions hang 
open, like they9re thirsty or hungry, or both. 

Marta stuffs the jicama and avocado slices in her bag. 
There are places you can let your guard down4she thought 
the grassy slope by the museum was one of them. But living 
in a city, you must be ready for anything. And being a young 
woman, predators are a constant concern.

The man with the wolves is coming for her, like she9s his 

freezes like a deer mouse from the Ice Age. And then he9s 

He9s saying something. The voice tinny, like it9s coming 
from far away. He9s speaking another language. Not Spanish. 

Marta runs through escape scenarios. She9ll manufacture 
an excuse: she has to get back to work. Then just stand up and 

there9s something about him. Her hand gestures for him to sit 

His lips move. But now that he9s sitting close, she can 
understand his language. He9s telling her there9s something he 
needs to tell her. Something important. The wolves9 sapphire 

She wants to ask him where he9s from. But that would be 
rude. And maybe he doesn9t understand English. His face is 

can9t resist. He could be from any country. From the future or 

Marta gets asked where she9s from all the time. Always 
answers <from here.= She may have been born at Good 
Samaritan Hospital, but her life started in her mother9s 
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America, where indigenous strains still oght the colonizing 

The sun is in Marta9s eyes4she left her polarized  Ray-

daggers. It9s like something out of A Game of Thrones4a tall, 

Marta takes a sip of water. It9s hot, but not hot enough for 
mirages. And she9s hungry, but not hungry enough for low-

spacesuit. Sparks dance from the black river of hair nowing 

open, like they9re thirsty or hungry, or both. 

The man with the wolves is coming for her, like she9s his 
destination. And when his luminous eyes lock on hers, she 
freezes like a deer mouse from the Ice Age. And then he9s 
standing over her, the wolves4one silver, one black4slack-jawed 
and panting.

He9s saying something. The voice tinny, like it9s coming 
from far away. He9s speaking another language. Not Spanish. 
Something older. 

Marta runs through escape scenarios. She9ll manufacture 
an excuse: she has to get back to work. Then just stand up and 
walk away. Never run, for that brings out the prey drive. But 
there9s something about him. Her hand gestures for him to sit 
beside her on the grass.

His lips move. But now that he9s sitting close, she can 
understand his language. He9s telling her there9s something he 
needs to tell her. Something important. The wolves9 sapphire 
eyes follow her every move. 

She wants to ask him where he9s from. But that would be 
rude. And maybe he doesn9t understand English. His face is 
darker than hers, with high cheekbones and deep-set eyes she 
can9t resist. He could be from any country. From the future or 
the past.

Marta gets asked where she9s from all the time. Always 
answers <from here.= She may have been born at Good 
Samaritan Hospital, but her life started in her mother9s 
belly further south, a land she feels inside her body, but has 
resisted visiting.
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When her phone beeps, the strange man cocks his head.
<My alarm,= she explains. <Time to go back to work.=
The man looks puzzled, like time is a foreign concept, then 

smiles and nods.

;g; 
Tapping on her keyboard back at the ofoce, Marta thinks 

of the man with the wolves. The way the carnivores9 silvery 
eyes locked onto her body. The way the man9s were impossible 
to resist. Sitting in her gray cubicle cell, she wonders if they 
were even real.

Entering geotags on podcast buys is tedious. Marta longs 
to make better use of the online marketing concepts she 
learned at la City College. Her supervisor keeps telling her 
she9s in line for a permanent position. Has noticed her way 
with software programs. But the months have dragged on, 
with no raises or promotions, nothing.

Staring into the computer is like gazing into a dreamy 
underworld. While her ongers tap at the keys, her mind 
wanders to places she has never been. She thinks of the man. 
Wonders if he9s from Peru or Guatemala. Puts in her ear buds 
and queues up some nute music that takes her down a rabbit 
hole of drums and screaming jungle birds.

A coworker taps Marta on the shoulder. It9s the blonde 
one, the only one who talks to her. 

<Are you alright?= she mouths.

Marta removes her earbuds and nods. <Yeah.=
<You stopped typing, so just wanted to check.= The co-

worker looks over her shoulder. <Didn9t want the boss to catch 
you spacing out.=

<Thanks for checking.=
She thinks about asking the co-worker if she9d like to have 

oles that need geotagging, and even emailing her supervisor 

;g;

look that says I see you, don9t mess with me, and I mean you 
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<My alarm,= she explains. <Time to go back to work.=

;g;
Tapping on her keyboard back at the ofoce, Marta thinks 

of the man with the wolves. The way the carnivores9 silvery 
eyes locked onto her body. The way the man9s were impossible 

she9s in line for a permanent position. Has noticed her way 

underworld. While her ongers tap at the keys, her mind 

Wonders if he9s from Peru or Guatemala. Puts in her ear buds 
and queues up some nute music that takes her down a rabbit 

A coworker taps Marta on the shoulder. It9s the blonde 

<Are you alright?= she mouths.

Marta removes her earbuds and nods. <Yeah.=
<You stopped typing, so just wanted to check.= The co-

worker looks over her shoulder. <Didn9t want the boss to catch 
you spacing out.=

Marta smiles, puts her ear buds back in their carrying case. 
<Thanks for checking.=

She thinks about asking the co-worker if she9d like to have 
lunch in the park sometime, but the co-worker has already 
returned to her desk and begun pecking at her keyboard.

Marta normally only has coffee in the morning, but for 
her afternoon break, needing something to pull her out of the 
dream jungle with its screaming birds, she stops by the coffee 
kiosk. While waiting for her caramel macchiato, she glances 
across the street at the Tar Pits, sees a commotion of birds. 
From a distance, they look like pterodactyls.  

The rest of the day, she slaves away, emptying the queue of 
oles that need geotagging, and even emailing her supervisor 
for more. This is what she should do to get ahead4show 
her hunger for work4instead of letting herself slip into 
imaginary dream states.

;g; 
Getting on the bus, purse clenched to her side, Marta 

registers the other passengers with a practiced side eye. A 
look that says I see you, don9t mess with me, and I mean you 
no harm. 
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She sits beside an older woman who reminds Marta of 
her grandmother. Essie passed away last year, but Marta still 
tastes her enchiladas and smells the oily tang of her hair.

After Essie died, Marta9s mom surprised everybody by 
moving into the apartment in San Fernando with Marta9s 
father4the bitter couple reunited after twenty years. The bus 
to visit them takes hours, but a couple of times Marta got a 
ride out to the dry hills where the city ends, to join them on 
the couch watching the news.

<Be careful,= her mother had said, her onger crooked 
from years of cutting hair, pointing to coverage of some gang 
shooting. <Sure, go to work, but when it gets dark, make sure 
you are home, safe from the bad people.=

The warnings she9s heard her whole life. Men who9ll rape 
her, put her out as a prostitute, get her hooked on drugs, 
maybe even kill her and dump her body in the desert.

<Mom,= Marta had groaned. <It9s not that dangerous.=
Her father took another sip of beer and looped his arm 

around her mother9s shoulders. <You listen,= he said with a 
sharp tone, <Your mother, she just wants you to be safe.=

The bus home from work lurches along Wilshire, more 
people jamming in. A man grinds his groin into her shoulder 
as the bus hits a pothole. Then at Crenshaw, the older woman 
indicates she wants out. 

People squeeze more tightly together to make space for 
the woman and her grocery bags. When the man gestures 

<Getting off,= Marta says, pushing through the bodies 

Heavy with car exhaust, the air on the street still smells 

on South Oxford4a few blocks but worlds away from the 
Wilton apartment where she9d lived with her mother and 

She9d moved into the cozy single with high hopes after 
graduating with her degree. She9d hoped to save for a car 

New York, she9d thought. Or a scholarship at Otis. She 

of her mother9s hugs, the taste of her grandmother9s cooking. 
Recognizing, though, that she9s too young to stop trying.

tomorrow, he9ll be there.

;g;
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After Essie died, Marta9s mom surprised everybody by 
moving into the apartment in San Fernando with Marta9s 

<Be careful,= her mother had said, her onger crooked 

shooting. <Sure, go to work, but when it gets dark, make sure 
you are home, safe from the bad people.=

The warnings she9s heard her whole life. Men who9ll rape 

<Mom,= Marta had groaned. <It9s not that dangerous.=

around her mother9s shoulders. <You listen,= he said with a 
sharp tone, <Your mother, she just wants you to be safe.=

for Marta to take the window seat, his smirk signaling he 
wants to press his body against hers some more, she shakes 
her head.

<Getting off,= Marta says, pushing through the bodies 
and not looking over her shoulder to see what other young 
woman might be taking her seat.

Heavy with car exhaust, the air on the street still smells 
fresher than on the bus. She walks briskly toward her building 
on South Oxford4a few blocks but worlds away from the 
Wilton apartment where she9d lived with her mother and 
grandmother.  

She9d moved into the cozy single with high hopes after 
graduating with her degree. She9d hoped to save for a car 
when she started the geotagging gig, but the rent increases 
made that impossible.

New York, she9d thought. Or a scholarship at Otis. She 
still dreamed, but of the past, more than the future4the feel 
of her mother9s hugs, the taste of her grandmother9s cooking. 
Recognizing, though, that she9s too young to stop trying.

She thinks again of the man with the wolves4his shiny 
dark hair, their shiny light-blue eyes. What did he want to tell 
her? Maybe when she takes her lunch break at the Tar Pits 
tomorrow, he9ll be there.

;g; 
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In the morning, two full buses go by her stop, and Marta is 
twenty minutes late. By the time she logs in, her inbox is already 
full of assignments from the supervisor. But it9s Friday. TGIF. 
With two full days of freedom before her, and nothing to do.

Marta digs in, grinding through the geotagging, her fear of 
being ored keeping her mind from drifting. She eats lunch at her 
desk, hoping to go to the Tar Pits on her afternoon coffee break. 
But more assignments stream in, all with an eod deadline.

By the time she powers down her machine, the <have a 
good weekend= chant is underway. Come Monday morning, 
it will switch to <how was your weekend?= Marta never has 
anything exciting to report. But then, no one ever asks her.

The sun is low and petroleum orange as she crosses 
Wilshire. At the Tar Pits, he9s sitting on the steps like he9s 
waiting for her. The wolves lounge beside him with crossed 
paws, eyes narrowed against the sun9s waning rays.

He walks down the steps, then ascends the hill behind the 
museum, gestures for her to follow. The costume she thought 
was a cape of feathers or a spacesuit now looks like a jumpsuit 
of white leather. 

The air grows thick with the wet smell of earth and 
vegetation, the ground trembling with a vibration that might 
be a truck rumbling down Wilshire, or else drums. The palm 
trees are thicker than Marta remembers. A jungle of them that 
blot the sun and land them into greenish darkness. And it9s 
hot. Too hot for an afternoon in November.

is orange nickering. Fire. Then muscular, half-naked men 

leather, she wonders if he9s brought her to see a strip show. 

of war and sacrioce, that Marta runs.

branches swishing behind her onally turning into the whoosh 
of trafoc. A bus with room for one more passenger pulls up 

trafoc light, serpent held high and cape blowing in the wind. 

new, a young ofoce worker like herself, who stands, shivering 

trafoc, as if that were the threat.
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twenty minutes late. By the time she logs in, her inbox is already 
full of assignments from the supervisor. But it9s Friday. TGIF. 

being ored keeping her mind from drifting. She eats lunch at her 

By the time she powers down her machine, the <have a 
good weekend= chant is underway. Come Monday morning, 
it will switch to <how was your weekend?= Marta never has 
anything exciting to report. But then, no one ever asks her.

Wilshire. At the Tar Pits, he9s sitting on the steps like he9s 

paws, eyes narrowed against the sun9s waning rays.

blot the sun and land them into greenish darkness. And it9s 

In his white jumpsuit, the man is easy to see. Beyond him 
is orange nickering. Fire. Then muscular, half-naked men 
sprouting feathers from their heads and backs, their silver 
anklets and bracelets jingling. Of course. The man with the 
wolves has brought her to see an Aztec dance group. 

But then, as the man begins removing the skin of white 
leather, she wonders if he9s brought her to see a strip show. 
Two women emerge from the shadows and drop an ornate 
cape around his shoulders, while someone else hands him a 
serpent. He looks enough like Huitzilopochtli, the Aztec god 
of war and sacrioce, that Marta runs.

It takes a long time to reach Wilshire, with all the thick 
foliage and the sweat dripping down her back. The sound of 
branches swishing behind her onally turning into the whoosh 
of trafoc. A bus with room for one more passenger pulls up 
at her stop. As the doors close with a hiss and the bus lurches 
ahead, Marta sees the man and his wolves waiting for the 
trafoc light, serpent held high and cape blowing in the wind. 
Their eyes are no longer on her. They have found someone 
new, a young ofoce worker like herself, who stands, shivering 
and alone on the street corner. Watching the heavy lines of 
trafoc, as if that were the threat.
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to carry to grandmother9s house.
It9s true she disobeyed and had

Riverfront
CandiCe Poorvin
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1.
Redcap had her basket for bread
and for violets, from her mother
to carry to grandmother9s house.
It9s true she disobeyed and had
to be saved, but note the tasks
she took on: 

She collected the rocks to fill him.
She found the needle to sew him

She pulled the wagon that dumped him
into the river to drown.

By Angela Williamson Emmert

The Story of 
Red Cap and 

the Wolf
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2.
My grandfather at my birthday
watched me with hungry eyes
and with hungry hands he grabbed me
and laughing with hunger, he spanked me

while my grandmother clucked and looked on.

But you see:
our birthday was shared, and I knew
how to wait, for he was a greedy old man.

He crawled across the carpet to play
with my sister, didn9t see me with my weapon,
or perhaps believed I was afraid.

(Yes, with a linoleum slat,
I beat the old man9s ass, and I did not stop
until my father said <enough.=)
3.
In a dark wood of Depression-era pine
sheltering the old falling shed,
I came upon the Wolf where he was waiting.

it oxed itself on me
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with my sister, didn9t see me with my weapon,

I beat the old man9s ass, and I did not stop
until my father said <enough.=)

This is what he said:

  Come see my Third Eye
my magic Third Eye
my special Wolf Eye

here in its home in my cave.

It poked out its head for a peek, and it said:

What strong fingers you have, Redcap:
the better to touch me with.

What lovely red hair you have, Redcap:
the better to tickle me with.

What pretty round lips you have, Redcap:
the better to kiss me with.

That bobbing wet eye,
that probing pink eye,
it oxed itself on me

and winked.
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4.
This is the song that Redcap sings,
disobedient Redcap, naughty little Redcap
who wandered from the path with her slat:

Old Wolf, these are the stones
  and here comes the Huntsman

and here are my needle and thread.

Here is the river, Old Wolf,
  now look at my heart, Dead Wolf.
 It is innocent of mercy, or dread.
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me I am a writer in that very orst creative writing class I took with you. I 
don9t know where I would be today without your encouragement. Jess, thank 
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me exactly why I9m there. I9m so happy we got to work on this together!
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 Hargrove 

want to thank our Managing Editor, Christine. I don9t know if this 

me exactly why I9m there. I9m so happy we got to work on this together!
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